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Abstract: This paper presents the process required to implement a data driven Predictive Maintenance
(PdM) not only in the machine decision making, but also in data acquisition and processing. A short
review of the different approaches and techniques in maintenance is given. The main contribution
of this paper is a solution for the predictive maintenance problem in a real machining process.
Several steps are needed to reach the solution, which are carefully explained. The obtained results
show that the Preventive Maintenance (PM), which was carried out in a real machining process,
could be changed into a PdM approach. A decision making application was developed to provide a
visual analysis of the Remaining Useful Life (RUL) of the machining tool. This work is a proof of
concept of the methodology presented in one process, but replicable for most of the process for serial
productions of pieces.
Keywords: PdM; RUL; machining process; concept drift; real application
1. Introduction
The Oxford Dictionary (2015) defines maintenance as: “the process of preserving a condition
or situation or the state of being preserved”. Maintenance is applied mostly to everything, not only
in manufacturing processes [1], but also to railways, bikes, cars, computers, etc. Its importance has
increased recently while enterprises have noticed the value and cost reduction it implies. In the
industrial sector, maintenance has the aim of maintaining a process’s functions over time [2].
At the beginning of the industrial revolution, workers were responsible for equipment
maintenance. As the complexity of the machines grew and the maintenance operations increased,
enterprises started to include maintenance departments in their business plans. The concept of
reliability appeared at the beginning of the 20th Century when maintenance began to be concerned not
only with solving failures, but also preventing them. With the arrival of computer science, maintenance
strategies had another opportunity to develop more complex models.
Since those beginnings, computational and data analysis technologies have evolved. Not all
maintenance methods work for all the processes and assets, but the ones that have been useful have
been adapted for new purposes. Currently, the specific needs of each company determine the most
appropriate way of performing maintenance to optimize its resources.
Maintenance can be divided into three main types: corrective, preventive, and predictive
maintenance. The next paragraphs will describe each of them.
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1.1. Corrective Maintenance
This type of maintenance is based on solving the faults that have already happened, which
implies it only takes place when the process or machine has a critical halt [3]. Usually, this maintenance
provokes a production stop, involving a reduction of production and an increase in costs. The repair
time cannot be predicted, nor the degradation or generation of other failures associated with other
parts of the process [4]. Because of this, corrective maintenance is used in processes where failures do
not have a critical impact on the production.
1.2. Preventive Maintenance
Preventive Maintenance (PM) is a schedule of planned maintenance actions aimed at the
prevention of spontaneous breakdowns and failures. It is based on periodic reviews of the system
with the aim of preventing failures of it. Despite corrective maintenance, this maintenance is usually
applied outside the production time. The objective of this type of employed maintenance is to reduce
the number of corrective maintenance actions applied through periodic checks and replacement of
worn parts. Ashayeri [5] presented a computer aided planning system for the maintenance of a set of
high precision CNC machining centers. Coro et al. [6] presented scheduling inspection of gas turbine
welded structures, based on reliability calculations and overhaul findings.
This is demanding maintenance, requiring strict supervision and development of a plan that
must be carried out by qualified personnel. In addition, if it is not correctly applied, there will be a
breakdown, which provokes a cost in productivity [7].
1.3. Predictive Maintenance
Predictive Maintenance (PdM) is a maintenance type that occurs before breakdown happens. It is
based on precise formulas in addition to sensor measurements, and maintenance is performed with
the analysis of the measured parameters. The premise of this maintenance is to ensure the maximum
interval between repairs and to minimize the cost and number of scheduled maintenance operations
(Mobley [8]).
A predictive maintenance program consists of three steps (see Figure 1):
• Data acquisition.
• Data processing.
• Machine decision making.
Figure 1. Steps followed to develop a predictive maintenance.
Although there are monitoring systems dedicated to predicting errors in industrial processes such
as Manco et al. [9] exposed for metro doors, the techniques of data analysis and automatic learning
have not yet been exploited completely. In this article, some of these techniques will be applied to
develop a predictive maintenance. The obtained results will be shown with data extracted from a
real process in production. Anticipating how much time is allowed before a failure occurs, which is
commonly called the Remaining Useful Life (RUL), is an important task due to the important costs
associated with the early replacement of tools [10]. Results show that RUL prediction provides a better
accuracy and enables each tool to machine more pieces. Furthermore, the RUL algorithm developed
has been deployed with a user visual interface for industrial maintenance purposes, achieving good
results also in terms of generalization for other processes. The methodology in this use case is replicable
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in most of the processes with a serial production of pieces where the machining tool is changed with a
certain frequency. Therefore, in this kind of process, the current preventive strategy can be changed by
a predictive strategy where the number of pieces for the next tool substitution is predicted.
Section 2 describes the data acquisition step. Section 3 exposes some preprocessing methods.
Section 4 presents the machine decision making, where diagnostics and prognostics are explained.
Section 5 exposes the particular problem and the developed methodology. Finally, Section 6 concludes
about the results and exposes some future works.
2. Data Acquisition
The acquisition of data is the process of collecting and storing data from a physical process in a
system, which is essential for the implementation of a predictive maintenance. The data collected in
a predictive maintenance program can be classified into two main types: event data and condition
monitoring data. While the event data include information about what happened to the asset and
which maintenance was applied to it, the condition monitoring data are related to the measurements of
the health of the physical asset.Modoni et al. [11] developed a framework for information notification
among manufacturing resources. There is a huge variety of signals such as vibrations, acoustics, oil
analysis, temperature, pressure, humidity, and climate. In order to collect these data, many sensors
have been developed such as ultrasonic sensors, accelerometers, gyroscopes, rain sensors, etc. Many
industries are working on improving sensor technologies and computers, which implies an easier way
for storing data (Wu et al. [12]).
3. Data Processing
Acquired data are susceptible to presenting some missing, inconsistent, and noise values. Data
quality has a great impact on the results obtained by data mining techniques. To improve these results,
preprocessing methodologies can be applied. Data preprocessing is one of the most critical steps,
which deals with the preparation and transformation of the initial dataset. Data preprocessing methods
can be divided into three main categories:
• Data cleaning.
• Data transformation.
• Data reduction.
3.1. Data Cleaning
Raw data are usually incomplete, noisy, or inconsistent, especially event data, which are manually
entered. Errors in data may be caused by many factors including human factors to sensor faults,
and detecting and removing those errors improve data quality [13]. Dirty data can cause confusion
for the mining procedure, and in general, there is no simple way of cleaning. Some techniques
are based on human inspection, which usually is helped by some graphical tool. Mean or median
values are typically used to pad unknown values with zeros. More sophisticated methods such as
regression techniques can be used to estimate missing values. Wei et al. [14] compared eight different
methods to recover missing data for mass spectrometry based metabolomics data (zero, half minimum,
mean, median, random forest, singular value decomposition, KNN, and QRILC (Quantile Regression
Imputation of Left Censored data)). In addition to missing data, noisy values are also a problem for
data clearance. The work presented by Libralon et al. [15] proposed the use of clustering methods
for noise detection. Data outliers can also be detected by clustering techniques, where similar values
are organized into groups. Values that are set outside the clusters will be considered as outliers.
Jin et al. [16] applied a one class SVM method for detecting change points in time series data, which
would imply a degradation in the system. Maronna et al. [17] proposed another method called the
three-sigma edit rule, which was used in Jimenez Cortadi et al. [18] for outlier detection on a radial
turning process.
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3.2. Data Transformation
Data transformation has the aim of obtaining a more appropriate form of the data for one step
further in modeling. Transformations can include standardization, where data are scaled to a small
range and make different signals comparable. Smoothing is also applied to data to separate the
signal and the noise. For a given dataset, smoothers can be divided as forward and/or backward
looking. We will only consider backward looking smoothers, which replace any given observation by
a combination of observations at and before it. A short overview of different smoothing methods can
be found in [19]. Yahyaoui and Al-Daihani [20] suggested a novel Symbolic Aggregate approXimation
(SAX) and compared it to the standards, obtaining better results for time series classification. Smoothing
techniques also include regressions and clustering.
3.3. Data Reduction
Having a considerable amount of data can be an issue for machine decision making in terms of
having a big computational cost. As the number of data increases, the time spent by the hardware
will also increase. To maintain the computational cost while the amount of data is sufficient, some
methodologies have been developed over the years. The best known one is principal component
analysis (Jolliffe and Cadima [21]). This method is based on combining input features linearly to
obtain new ones, which are linearly independent of each other and maintain as much of the original
information as possible.
Other data reduction methods are recursive feature elimination [22] and t-distributed Stochastic
Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE) applied by Pouyet et al. [23] to provide a non-linear representation of
spectral features in a lower 2D space. More feature selection techniques were presented in Guyon and
Elisseeff [24]. Wang et al. [25] proposed a dimensionality reduction method using global characteristics
such as seasonality, trend, periodicity, and skew for feature selection before using a Self-Organization
Map (SOM).
4. Machine Decision Making
This is the last step in the maintenance decision, which can be divided into two main categories:
diagnostics and prognostics. Diagnostics focuses on detection, identification, and isolation of faults
when they occur, while prognostics pretends to predict failures before they happen and is related to
predictive maintenance. Diagnostics and prognostics are complementary in that diagnostics adds
new information from the process. This information enables going from an unsupervised problem to
a supervised one. A supervised model is always easier to develop and has greater accuracy, which
implies a better prognostics model.
4.1. Diagnostics
Fault diagnosis is the process of tracing a fault by identifying its symptoms, applying
knowledge, and analyzing test results [26]. Accurate diagnosis consists of detection of the faults
and determination and estimation of the size and nature of the location. Fault diagnosis requires
advanced algorithms such as Machine Learning (ML) techniques, which are increasingly applied
in not only the industrial sector, such as manufacturing, aerospace, and automotive, but also in
business, finance, and science. The most frequently employed algorithms in the industrial sector are:
linear regression, random forest (Mattes et al. [27]), Markov models (Cartella et al. [28]), artificial
neural networks (Farokhzad et al. [29], Kanawaday and Sane [30], Li et al. [31]), and support vector
machines (Tyagi [32], Widodo and Yang [33]). Diez-Olivan et al. [34] provided an overview of the
algorithms employed in the industrial sector for diagnosis.
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These techniques can also be applied to detect changes in the system behavior as an indication
of the beginning of malfunctions, which is called concept drift (Tsymbal [35]). Winkler et al. [36]
applied a sliding window symbolic regression model for concept drift detection in dynamic systems.
Klinkenberg and Joachims [37] detected concept drift by applying SVM and adjusting the window size
to minimize the estimated generalization error. Zhukov et al. [38] detected concept drift on publicly
available benchmark datasets with the random forest technique.
4.2. Prognostics
Predicting the time when a system or a component will no longer perform properly is referred to as
prognostics (Galar and Kumar [26]). Prognostics predict future performance given the current machine
status and past operation profile, which is an important task to know if the process will maintain its
functions over time [2]. Two main prediction types can be found in machine prognostics: on the one
hand, predicting RUL, which is explained in Section 1; on the other hand, predicting the probability
that a machine has to keep on working without a failure up to some time [39]. Pham et al. [40] applied
an ARMA model to vibration data for machine state forecast. Khelif et al. [41] used a Support Vector
Regressor (SVR) to predict RUL. Djeziri et al. [42] provided a similar methodology to the one explained
in this work where a fault prognosis was developed by a preprocessing method and an extrapolation
of the previous values to predict RUL. Other examples in industry can also be found in [34].
5. Case Study
In this section, an application of predictive maintenance is exposed on a real machining process.
The main goals of this study are to increase tool life and to identify whether there is a concept drift.
These aims will be achieved applying some ML methods for RUL prediction and concept drift detection.
5.1. Industrial Process
The experiments were conducted on a CNC turning center with two tool posts, which could be
moved on two axes independently with longitudinal and cross-feed movement. The cutting tool holder
used was a C3-MTJNR-22040-16 equipped with a TNMG160408-PF insert for the external surface and
a special tool holder equipped with a WNMG060408-PM insert for the inner diameter. During the
machining process, the rotating revolutions were set to 1800 rpm. The current maintenance strategy
applied was a very conservative method to change the machining tool when the specific number of
pieces machined was higher than a threshold. Therefore, a predictive strategy was very interesting for
this kind of processes.
5.2. Acquisition
During the turning process, from December 2017 until May 2019, several measurement were
recorded, which provided information about how the machine was working. These Condition
Monitoring (CM) signals were obtained with a 5Hz frequency. Although several signals were acquired,
the final state of the tool (piece quality) was not measured. The acquired signals, such as spindle
load, piece number, and tool position, were recorded as a collection of observations made sequentially
through time, which are known as time series. In this case, experts in the process suggest the spindle
load signal to be studied, while other signals are useful for segmentation and characterization. The
spindle load represents machine effort and is the more critical signal over all the sensorized ones.
As a result of this acquisition step, around 1100 series and 550,000 pieces were stored for further
analysis. The technology applied for monitoring data is shown in Figure 2. The monitoring system
(data recorder) was connected to the machine tool, which recorded a database accessible via the Internet
and had different interfaces. The machine tool data recorder worked on the same principle as the black
box on a flight deck. It communicated with the control unit of the machine and some independent
sensors, in order to retrieve targeted data. The data recorder was able to communicate with Computer
Numerical Control (CNC). Its design only permitted the recording device to communicate with the
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interface of the control unit, in order to access the control memory in read-only mode. At no point
would it therefore disturb the execution of the program. All monitored data were configured by default
to be stored in a secured remotely accessible database. The connection between the database and the
machine tool data recorder was done through an Ethernet connection.
Figure 2. Data acquisition platform flows and architecture.
5.3. Data Processing
As explained before, there is a huge amount of possibilities, and in this work, reduction, cleaning,
and transformation were applied.
Data reduction is based on extracting characteristics from the original signal to have a smaller
amount of data, so the computational cost is reduced and the data are clearer. The first step is to cut
the signal so that we can observe the spindle load evolution for each tool. To achieve this aim, the
signal, which represents the number of pieces machined, was used, since the piece number is restarted
when the tool changes. In addition to this reduction, each machined piece was characterized by the
highest spindle load value recorded during its machined time, which was suggested by the expert.
The obtained characterization (see Figure 3) appeared to have some outliers, which must be
removed. To achieve this aim, the three-sigma edit rule technique was applied [17]. This method is
based on the difference between each value and the median of the signal:
MADN(p) =
Median{|S(p)−Median{S}|}
0.6745
where S is the full spindle load signal and p is the number of machined pieces. The robust three-sigma
edit rule establishes that the observation S(p) is an outlier if: |S(p)−Median{S}| > r, where r is a
threshold value. In this case, r = 3 is set with expert supervision.
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Figure 3. One time series spindle load before outlier removal.
As a second step, and once the outliers were removed, we transformed the series by a smoothing
method. The Savitzky–Golay [43] and Wiener [44] smoothing methods were tested. Savitzky–Golay
is a smoothing method based on moving average value. In particular, in this work, S(p) being the
value of the series in the pth machined piece or point, Savitzky–Golay determined a new S f (p) by
calculating a cubic polynomial with n = 7 values around the point p:
S f (p) = Cp−(n−1)/2 ∗ S(p− (n− 1)/2) + . . . + Cp ∗ S(p) + . . . + Cp+(n−1)/2 ∗ S(p + (n− 1)/2) ,
where Cp is the coefficient associated with the pth point on the polynomial approximation.
The Savitzky–Golay filter was the transformation that obtained a better visualization of the signal
and enabled detecting the main trends on the series, which was the main issue of this part of the study.
Taking into account that some of the signals had different behaviors (see Figure 4), a final step
in data processing was carried out. This reduction was obtained by applying an iterative clustering
method. This methodology provided a two group classification based on K-means on each iteration,
and if one of the groups had less than 10% of the signals, those signals were not considered as normal
or regular behavior. The One Class-Support Vector Machine (OC-SVM) [45] classification method
was applied as a validation of the clustering method mentioned above. This method generated a
hyperplane where the normal behavior was found and separated those abnormal values. Validation
was obtained successfully. Finally, with the selected regular series, machine learning techniques were
applied to estimate the RUL.
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Figure 4. Time series after smoothing transformation in a period of time.
5.4. Concept Drift Detection
Having such an amount of data acquired over a long time made it necessary to identify whether
there was a concept drift or not in order to select the appropriate signals for RUL estimation. The
concept drift search was done to identify whether the machine suffered some wear during this time.
We sought two different types of concept drift. On the one hand, concept drift detection for the hole
machine was suggested. This approximation was done taking all the maximum spindle values for
every machined piece and a linear regressor, and no tendency over time was detected, which enabled
us to use all the signals for the RUL detection. This could be due to the big machine lifetime compared
to the period we observed. On the other hand, a concept drift for each tool was sought. This detection
was done by studying the evolution of the errors derived from regression models built for each series.
Some values of the series were selected at random, and the predicted and observed values were
compared to the obtained error. If this error (Mean Squared Error MSE (Equation (1))) grew for each
forecasting piece, it would indicate that there was a concept drift. In the case we studied, no concept
drift was detected for the tool.
MSE(S f ) =
1
nS
∑
p
(S f (p)− Sˆ f (p))2 (1)
where S f is the observed series and Sˆ f is the predicted series.
5.5. Decision Making Application for RUL Estimation
Customers always want to obtain some digital device that enables seeing the online state of
the process. Therefore, we worked on models to be implemented in real time on the machine.
Approximation was made with linear and quadratic regressions. In similar mechanical processes,
Cortadi et al. [46] showed that quadratic approximation was the one that fit best. Nevertheless, in this
particular machining process, the second order curve introduced some physical incoherence in some of
the series, and the first order approximation gave better results. This approximation has been developed,
and currently, it is accessible at the machine itself (see Figure 5). Based on the data acquisition platform
(see Figure 5), it provided a visualization of the acquired signals along the machining process. This
visualization could be made not only for historical data (from the database associated with the tool),
but also for actual series. Moreover, as can be seen in Figure 5, an estimation of the RUL in terms of the
amount of remaining pieces the tool could still machine safely is given, and this value was obtained
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by applying a linear regression to the pieces machined until that point and determining when the
line would go past a threshold. Also shown are the number of pieces machined during a whole day
(Figure 5, top) and a particular series with a linear regression (Figure 5, bottom), which provided the
aforementioned estimation before the replacement of the tool was required. This application offered a
means to have a predictive maintenance instead of the preventive maintenance used before.
Figure 5. Application integrated at the machine showing the Remaining Useful Life (RUL) for the
actual working tool.
5.6. Remaining Useful Life Assessment
For an offline prediction of the spindle load, other models were applied. These models were:
ARIMA [47], Gradient Boosting (GB) [48], Random Forest (RF) [49], and Recurrent Neural Network
(RNN) [50].
With all the regular series identified in the data processing step, a mean series was built. To
evaluate the predictive ability of the models, the training set was made of the first part of the series
and the test with the last p values: 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 values of the series. The ARIMA model was
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generated with the series itself, while GB, RF, and RNN were developed with the input of the value of
the series on each instant t and the previous 9 t− 1, t− 2, . . . , t− 9, so that 10 values were taken into
account for prediction. In all the models, the output of the model was the spindle load of the instances
from t + 1, t + 2, . . . , t + p. The obtained results are shown in Table 1 and present the MSE of the p
predicted values against the measured ones. Notice that the values were multiplied by 10−3.
Table 1. Mean MSE values for each method for each different number of test pieces (multiplied by 10−3).
GB, Gradient Boosting.
Test Pieces ARIMA GB RF RNN
10 3.668 3.832 4.050 4.256
20 2.832 3.227 2.891 3.524
30 3.166 3.833 3.325 3.885
40 3.909 3.489 3.121 3.756
50 3.791 3.899 4.065 4.002
The results were shown to be good, and in Figure 6, the prediction obtained by each model and
the real signal (blue) can be seen. This figure was made with 20 test pieces, while all tested values had
similar results. It was shown to have good accuracy in the short term, but the strength was lost in the
long term, which implied that an extension of the machining process could be done, while an RUL
value could only be suggested once the process was near the threshold.
Figure 6. Prediction for the mean series of each regressor.
On the other hand, the ARIMA, GB, RF, and RNN models we obtained for the mean regular
series were applied on each series separately. Some random series were taken for the validation of the
models in order to define if the machining process could be extended in time. As long the machine had
a preventive maintenance, these methods were demonstrated to enable the tool to increase the number
of pieces machined at least by 20 pieces more; this value is determined in Table 1 as the more accurate
one. The spindle load of 115 series was studied, and it could be concluded that for 113 of them, the
tool’s lifetime could be extended. For only two of the series, the threshold was passed, and an earlier
maintenance was suggested.
In Figure 7, a flowchart representing the main steps applied on this methodology is provided.
First, the spindle load acquisition data are presented. These data needed to be discretized before a
characterization was applied. This discretization is shown in Figure 7b. The characterization was based
on expert knowledge, and each piece’s maximum value was extracted. For each tool, a new time series
was developed (see Figure 7c). The obtained series were cleaned and smoothed for better prediction,
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and future value prediction was developed. Figure 7d shows the ARIMA approach of one series, and
Figure 7e presents the comparison between all the machine learning methods applied in this work.
Figure 7. Flowchart of the main steps of the methodology exposed in this work.
Since this work provided a customized solution for a real problem in a factory, as far as we
know, there are no works from which comparative results to the solution we found could be obtained.
Nevertheless, some similarities were found with [42]. These similarities were:
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• RUL estimation.
• Application in a discrete machining process.
• Characterization of the signal acquired (Health Indicator (HI)).
Although the goal and the main steps were similar, there were some differences:
• Djeziri et al. [42] did not apply any preprocessing technique to the raw data.
• Djeziri et al. [42] developed an RUL estimation based on an extrapolation, while the present work
applied some machine learning models and a comparison between them.
Even if these two works cannot be compared numerically, it can be said that the methodology
applied in this work was coherent with the one developed by Djeziri et al. [42]. The mentioned differences
provided a more complex methodology, which enabled more accurate and robust predictions.
6. Conclusions and Future Work
This study achieved two different goals: First was an application developed to visualize the RUL
in a machining process that was based on a linear regression model, which was actually based on
the production, providing a predictive maintenance. The application was updated each time a new
machining series began. Second was to obtain more accurate results to predict the RUL for comparison.
Although accuracy was gained, the complexity of the models made their implementation more difficult
in the production machine.
In this work, a methodology that could be applied not only in this process, but also in most of
the processes for serial production of pieces was provided. Similar processes will be studied with this
approach to validate this methodology with some limitations. The signal considered to predict the
RUL was the spindle load, but it is our aim to include other signals and study their contribution to
obtain a better explanation of the process and more accurate RUL prediction. Furthermore, as the
spindle of the process was made of two different tools, two different RUL predictions needed to be
done, each one for each tool. Finally, we are working to increase the frequency acquisition of the
signals. This increase would improve the characterization of the signal and hence enable recording
more features, which could explain the process better and develop more accurate models.
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